Revision books
Revision Books reviewed for students with dyslexia who will find it easier to access the content of the notes if there is bullet points, numbering of points, less text, highlighting of key words/concepts, colour and diagrams, bigger print, dyslexia friendly font and plenty of space on the page. The books below are given stars. The more stars, the more accessible the content. The subjects reviewed were those with a lot of facts for learning. There were other revision books for subjects such as English, languages, Maths etc. This is a personal view.

ReviseWise Edco
Leaving Certificate
Home Economics ***
Biology **
Business ***
Geography **
History ***
Chemistry ***
Home Economics ***
Physics ***
Ag Science ***

Junior Certificate
Business ** (280 pages)
Geography *
History ***
Home Economics ****
Science ****
Religion **

Rapid Revision
Leaving Certificate
Physics **
Business* **
Biology Higher (Reville) ***
Chemistry ***
Music ***
Geography ****
Biology Ordinary ****
Home Economics ****
Ag. Science ****

Junior Certificate
Religion ****

Mentor
Junior Certificate Science ****
Leaving Certificate Biology ***

Celtic Press
Essential Unfolded Guides
JC Science ****
Biology LC ****
Chemistry LC ****
Physics LC ****
Maths JC ****
Maths LC ****
Fisic* LC ****
Ceimic* LC ****
* so few Irish revision books

Revision Works educate.ie
Physics ****

Graspit (A3 sheets key facts)
Bi ag Scriobh
Bi ag Leamh
Bi ag Cait
Oral Irish made easy
Irish Verbs made easy
Irish Essays made easy
Writer’s Companion
Creative writing made easy

Youtube videos
The Big Picture; American film
From Left to Write: Irish video
FATCITY: 12 chapters
Dyslexia Expained (ages 7+)
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